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In Mumbai in 1895, an energetic Indian lad, Shiv Talpade, challenges British rule and meager funding -- and physics -- to build
the world's first airplane. In 1897 G. Smart will design the first plane, but his car will crash a few meters from the ground, while
Talpade's plane will land safely 5 minutes walk from the platform. Talpade will begin to explain his discovery to the astonished

population: he created an airplane from a magnetic needle, since its action was too weak for a magnet. A device made of a
magnet, and not of magnets, will be used in subsequent aircraft. With the help of these magnetic hands, a clock, a compass, a
radio, a video camera, an airplane phone, a thermometer and much more were installed on the Talpad aircraft. * * * The first

working aircraft, which is an aircraft engine, was made by Frank Reinkorn (1891-1964) in 1883. This engine was a turbine that
turns a flywheel. It was an engine for a transport aircraft that drove a propeller mounted on the aircraft's body. Unfortunately, it
was not as good as the improvement that John Wright's plane received in 1903. Wallace Hill's (1889-1928) airplane engine was

designed in 1876. It was powered by an electric motor and also ran on gasoline. This motor was a block between the aircraft
engine and the propeller. Despite the imperfection of his engine, Hill was able to take off, flying about 611 meters. He built

nine planes. Ten aircraft were launched using the Wallace engine. All of these planes crashed. * In 1869, a turbine was invented
that turned generator-generators capable of generating electricity for an electric motor. The first working car was designed by
Karl Benz (1848-1906) in 1903. Benz designed four system motors for a car that automatically started when the clutch pedal
was pressed. Before this happened, the car was a very complex device. The first working car was designed in 1903-1904 by
Manfred Otto (1874-1939). And here, look at the incredible gears, made, by the way, on the model of the same legendary

flywheel by Wallace Hill: and also for such moves
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